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1. Device fabrication and measurement: 

The molecular transistor devices are fabricated by electromigration techniques1. Gold 

nanowires are deposited by electron-beam lithography on Al2O3/Al gate, where the natural 

oxided Al2O3 works as insulating layer. Then high density current was applied to each gold 

nanowire at room temperature to break it and create a pair of electrodes with a gap about 1-2nm. 

Molecules were incorporated before the breaking process by dropping the dilute alcohol solution 

of MnPc on the chip which contains the array of gold nanowires. After the breaking process, one 

or few molecules may bridge a pair of electrodes forming molecular junction. Comparing to the 

fabrication of single molecule device, slightly higher coverage of molecules is needed to increase 

the possibility of few molecules bridging a single pair of electrodes, forming multi-molecule 

junction. The coverage should not be too high as well, in case molecular clusters are formed. 

Once the breaking process was complete, the devices were cooled down to liquid helium 

temperature to freeze the electrode and molecules. 

   All the measurements were performed at 280mK in a 3He refrigerator. A bias voltage Vsd 

between source and drain electrodes and gate voltage Vg was applied to Al gale electrode. The 

differential conductance is acquired by standard lock-in techniques.  

 

2. Identification the number of molecules in a device 

The number of molecules within a pair of electrodes can identified from Coulomb blockade 

behavior of each molecule. Due to different local configurations and charging environment, each 

molecule couples to electrodes differently and contributes to a different set of Coulomb diamond 

patterns, with different peak slope and charge degenerate point(Figure S2). Three different 

molecules can be identified in Figure S2. The estimated charging energy from all the Coulomb 

diamond patterns exceed 150meV, indicating that all sets of Coulomb diamond arising from 

individual molecules2 but not molecule clusters or gold nanoparticles. 
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3. Estimation the valve of intermolecular capacitance C12 

From the voltage shift of the conductance peaks caused by charge fluctuation, we can make an 

estimation of C12. When charging one more electron on molecule 1, the potential change of 

molecule 2 can be deduced by  ΔΦ2 =
eC12

C1C2
, (C1 and C2 are total capacitance of molecule 1 and 2 

respectively) and the corresponding voltage difference between peak A2 and A3 follows the 

relation ΔV2 =
C2

C2s
ΔΦ2. Then we get3 C12 =

C1C2s

e
ΔV2. The values of C1 or C2 in the device 

cannot be acquired exactly because the charge additional energies of molecular system are 

usually too high to measure directly. From the slope of conductance peaks, we get C2s/C2=0.39. 

The capacitance of a conducting ball with 1nm diameter is on the scale of 10-19F. We may assume 

C1=C2= 10-19F, then C12/C2=10-4. 

 

4. Mechanical movement due to charge variation 

The dual state of molecule2 above could also arise from the mechanical movement induced by 

the variation of coulomb interaction between two molecules when the charge states of 

molecules are changed. However, the slopes of all the conductance peaks keep unchanged for all 

the charge states of the two molecules(shown in Figure1(b)) indicating that the positions of 

molecules relative to electrodes keep all the same. So there’s no mechanical movement due to 

charge variation here and molecules are bonded to substrate firmly at low temperature. 

 

5. Tuning the local configuration or charging environment by thermal treatment 

In semiconductor heterostructure and nanowire double quantum dot system4-7, the quantum 

dots are defined by surface potential and tunneling coupling can be simply turned on by reducing 

the barrier between quantum dots using gate voltage. This is not feasible in molecular dot 

because the quantum dot here is purely defined by the atomic boundary of the molecules. The 

intermolecular interaction is determined by local configuration of two molecules and the local 

charging environment nearby. In our double molecule devices, the molecules are trapped within 

the gap between electrodes only by physical adsorption at low temperature without chemical 

bonds between molecules and electrodes. When temperature is raised, the molecules would 

release and the relative configuration of molecules would change if the molecules are trapped 

again. The local charging environment would also change due to the relocating of nearby 

adsorbed atoms. So we use a low-temperature thermal annealing method to tune the interaction 

in double molecule devices. We heat the devices from base temperature (280mK) to 2K, holding 

there for about 30min to enable the tiny movement of molecules or nearby atoms, and then cool 

down to base temperature again freezing the device. The releasing temperature is kept very low 

(2K) to prevent molecules from escaping the gap between electrodes. The local configurations 

and charging environment of devices are usually changed after one or several thermal cycles. 

 

5. Calculation of the hybridization between molecule 

In order to gain deeper understanding of hybridization of two molecules, we use DFT 

calculations to deduce the possible configuration and overlap orbitals of the paired molecule. The 

local interface of electrodes created by electromigration is usually very complex. Due to influence 



of substrate and electrodes, the paired configuration of two molecules can be arbitrary. MnPC 

molecules have a plane structure, and two molecules may interact when forming a dimer in a 

plane8 or vertically by pi-pi stacking9. We consider the two extreme configurations shown in 

Figure S2 a&b. To facilitate the calculation process, substrate is not taken into account.  

We calculate the energy splitting of hybridize orbitals close to Fermi level at different distance, 

as shown in Figure S2 a&b. When two molecule forms a dimer in a plane(Figure S2(b)), no 

splitting appears, indicating that there’s no orbital hybridization in this configuration, which is 

consist with previous study on STM8. When two molecules fully stack vertically (Figure S2(a)), 

strong orbital hybridization is shown when the two molecule are close enough. The energy 

splitting in this configuration is very sensitive to distance. The most likely configuration of the 

coupled molecule should be between the two extreme configurations in Figure S2 with two 

molecules in a partially face-to-face stacking configuration. 

Our density function theory (DFT) calculations are performed based on Vienna ab initio 

simulation package (VASP). The exchange-correlation effect is described within the generalized 

gradient approximation (GGA) in the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) functional, together with 

the projector augmented wave (PAW) potentials. The kinetic energy cutoff is set to 500 eV, and 

the total energy convergence criterion 10−6 eV is used. The optimized convergence criterion for 

atomic coordinates is less than 0.01 eV/Å for force on each atom. For all calculations, the PBE-D3 

method of Grimme is applied for the intermolecular van der Waals interaction. 

 

 

Figure S1 Large energy range of transport spectrum before (a) and after(b) thermal treatment for 

the same device shown in main text. Three different molecules can be identified. Before and after 

thermal treatment, the coulomb diamond patterns preserve but the charge degenerate points of 

all the molecules shift by a small amount. The changing energy for all sets of coulomb diamond to 

be exceed 150meV, confirming that all sets of Coulomb diamond arising from individual 

molecules but not molecule clusters or gold nanoparticles, occasionally formed during 

electromigration process, whose charging energies are usually much smaller than 100meV. 



 

Figure S2 Two extreme configuration of coupled MnPc molecules(a and b) and associated 

calculated energy splitting of hybridize orbitals close to Fermi level as a function of distance d. 
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